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Foreword
Imagining Interiors brings together visual art, craft, design and Gothic literature
through discussion, workshops, readings, creative development and exhibition. Initiated
by Craftsouth in 2009, the project responds to the desire of artists to break away
from the production-to-display routine and allows them to extend their creative practice
by engaging in a wider dialogue across art forms.
The opportunity to work within a conceptual framework that examines the relationship
between visual art, craft and design and Gothic literature has enabled the artists
to expand their terms of reference. Each artist, by delving into the literature of the
macabre and the fantastical, has encountered Gothic space with those stylistic devices
and visual narratives that create such formidable and unsettling environments. This
influential literary tradition, explored through the project’s process of engagement,
has motivated the artists to produce works that will confront and excite audiences.
Craftsouth acknowledges Wendy Walker, the curator of Imagining Interiors, for
developing the initial concept and providing the creative vision. Her skill in challenging
and inspiring the artists to reinterpret Gothic literature is evident in this exhibition.
Thank you to the artists for their commitment to the project, their open-minded
approach and their willingness to share their individual working processes with their
peers. Their professionalism and generosity have given the project great depth.
We are also grateful to Dr Joy McEntee for imparting her Gothic literary knowledge
to the artists and for her insightful paper on the genre. We also wish to extend our
thanks to Mary-Jean Richardson for her valuable contribution to the research into
the project and to Andrew Bunney for his coordination of the Gothic film program,
Gothic Explorations at the Mercury Cinema. A range of people have helped realise
the project; and are acknowledged elsewhere in this catalogue.
This is the second Craftsouth project 1 presented in partnership with JamFactory
since 2008. We are proud to be continuing this work with JamFactory and look
forward to extending this collaboration in order to present new projects that offer
artists exceptional ways to engage, imagine and develop work.
Rae O’Connell
Craftsouth Executive Director
Niki Vouis
Craftsouth Membership Services and Projects Manager

1	� Trades was presented in late 2008
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A ghastly and
inappropriate splendour:1
illuminating Gothic
Dr Joy McEntee

No one has ever claimed that gothic texts offer examples of the best
that has been thought and said in the world. More often the contrary. 2
The Gothic glories in negativity. It trades in perversity, in discomfort, in the unwelcome,
in the unwholesome, in the taboo. It dares us to go into forbidden places, only egging
us on with warnings at the entrance that say ‘This is not for you’. 3 It invites us to
contemplate that which upsets comfortable complacencies. As Gilda Williams says,
‘the Gothic is anti-bourgeois and rejects such values as hard work, family, good
cheer and common sense’. 4
It would be an act of madness to seek to define ‘The Gothic’. Confusions over what
the term means go back centuries, and as Chris Baldick points out, it is too late to
undo them. 5 This difficulty is compounded by the fact that, since the late 1970s,
Gothic effects have become detectable across a broad spectrum of cultural activities
and consumer products. Exasperated, Timothy Jones says ‘the difficulty we face when
we study the Gothic [is that] we simply have not been able to articulate what the
Gothic is not’. 6 Conversely, Williams says that promiscuity is a strength both in Gothic
art, and of the term ‘Gothic’. 7

The usual manoeuvres in defining the term begin with the destruction of Rome
by the ancient Goths, which sets up a mythology that opposes the Gothic to that
which is civilised, tidy, organised, proportionate or ‘Classical’. While the medieval
‘Gothic’ cathedral and ‘Gothic’ literature share the quality of being excessive in
terms of Classical style, in other ways they contrast each other. It is not from the
medieval cathedral – a form filled with light and aspiring heavenward – that Gothic
art is said to derive its themes and forms, but from Gothic literature. 8 This literature
mobilises horror and terror by invoking a difficult and dangerous past to oppress the
present and future of its protagonists. Its themes include forbidden desire, madness,
decay and death. Typical forms include fragmented, incomplete and palimpsestic
narratives, patchworks that draw attention to their own surfaces. In doing so, they
draw attention also to the contested, contingent nature of subjectivity. The psyches
of the characters and narrators of Gothic fictions are frequently split or fractured.
The bodies of characters in Gothic works are often ruptured and deformed by the
ideological pressures in the texts, grotesque illustrations of contemporary anxieties.
Of this, the most famous example is Frankenstein’s monster, Mary Shelley’s
incarnated critique of scientific hubris. 9 In Gothic, too, there are encounters with
the ‘abject’, that taboo and unclean matter which societies must cast away to define



themselves as proper, as civilised.10 Gothic pathologises
‘the normal’ by rendering the familiar strange, mobilising
uncanny moments that create ‘pockets of non-meaning
in ostensibly ordinary worlds’. 11 Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho
(1960) operates in this way.12 Macabre and sombre, Gothic
fiction is anguished, but with a note of hysteria. There is
laughter in the dark. Irrational, theatrical, melodramatic
and absurd, Gothic works are also often parodic of the very
traditions from which they arise.
For Baldick, Gothic settings combine ‘a fearful sense
of inheritance in time with a claustrophobic sense of
enclosure in space, these two dimensions reinforcing one
another to produce an impression of sickening descent
into disintegration’. 13 In Gothic labyrinths, both intricate
and cavernous, compulsive games of trauma, repression
and return are played out. Oscillating between attraction
and repulsion, terror and reassurance, they create an exciting
excess of emotional energy: the pleasurable thrill of
being scared. 14 Spatially deranged, Gothic interiors induce
sensory disorientation and participate in the disintegration
of the family and the self, as they do in the stories of Edgar
Allan Poe, or in Mark Z Danielewski’s House of Leaves.
Claustrophobia is produced not only by architectural
enclosure, but also by isolation. One example is Elizabeth
Jolley’s The Well, in which two women in a lonely homestead
bind each other in ties of desire and frustration. Another
is the 2005 film The Proposition, which depicts the absurd
vulnerability of a genteel domestic interior set against a
blisteringly illuminated expanse of the Australian outback.15
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Traditionally, Gothic spaces are dark. Blinding the subject,
darkness induces Burke’s sublime: the terror that comes from
not knowing what’s out there, or what’s in there with you.
But not all such spaces are dark, and nor are all the horrors
that lurk in them. Gothic effects often depend not on pitch
black, but on a certain chiaroscuro.16 In Neuromancer, the
Villa Straylight glitters.17 In The Beckoning Fair One, Oleron
is seduced and driven mad by the delicate, bone-white interior
of an antique apartment.18 In The Woman in White and Great
Expectations, women’s madness is denoted by their insistence
on wearing white.19 In At the Mountains of Madness, the
alien city is found in the midst of Antarctic whiteness, and the
narrator of The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym succumbs
to a figure, ‘of the perfect whiteness of snow’. 20 And in The
Fall of the House of Usher, Roderick paints Madeline’s tomb
as an illuminated white space, much like a contemporary art
gallery.21 Even as he argues that darkness is most conducive
to terror, Burke acknowledges that excessive light can also
obliterate vision.22
This is important in the contemporary context, because Gothic
is now out in the light.23 The Gothic is no longer marginal,
but central and ubiquitous in consumer culture. If Gothic has
itself been ‘normalised’, does it still retain its power shock?
Fred Botting’s term ‘candygothic’ refers to the rapid-cycle
consumption of Gothic effects that fail to disturb.24 Alexandra
Warwick asserts that Gothic has historically derived its energy
from the repressed, but today, ‘there seems to be little left in
contemporary culture that is unspeakable’. 25 Trauma is on
display in daytime talk shows everywhere. But perhaps Gothic
it is not so much exhausted, as being re-imagined. In a culture
in which everything is sayable, and everything is on display,
it is time to explore how Gothic art can operate in the light.
That is the idea that informs Imagining Interiors.
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Bury it (detail), 2010 –11
fabric, thread, bedhead, plaster, foam, fibreglass, timber, fixings
approx 100 x 100 x 95 cm
photograph by Grant Hancock



FAding to white
Wendy Walker

The darkness had materially increased, relieved only by the glare of the water
thrown back from the white curtain before us. Many gigantic and pallidly white
birds flew continuously now from beyond the veil... [T]here arose in our pathway
a shrouded human figure, very far larger in its proportions than any dweller among
men. And the hue of the skin of the figure was of the perfect whiteness of the snow.
Edgar Allan Poe, The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym, 1838
At the heart of Imagining Interiors is a grouping of works that are predicated on
whiteness as a site of Gothic unease – and even terror. The original impetus for this
curatorial decision was the remarkable upper level of the exhibition In-finitum – at
the Palazzo Fortuny during the 2009 Venice Biennale – in which white artworks
(both contemporary and historical) were positioned in a light-filled room with white,
abraded marble walls. Within the Gothic literary canon and other allied texts and
imagery, there is an abundance of pertinent material, such as Miss Havisham and
her contemporary vampiric incarnation in Angela Carter’s The Lady of the House
of Love (1979); the ‘tender elder-flower white’ walls of the haunted apartment in
Oliver Onions’ gruesome 1911 ghost story The Beckoning Fair One; Symbolist poet
Stéphane Mallarmé’s white swan trapped in a frozen lake; the vast whiteness of the
Antarctic terrain in Edgar Allan Poe’s The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym, Rachel
Whiteread’s labyrinthine landscape of white plastic blocks at Tate Modern in 2005
and Amy Patterson’s haunting 2011 image of a man with IV stand in a hospital
corridor flooded with light.
Mary-Jean Richardson’s compelling painting of an incident that occurs towards the
end of Elizabeth Jolley’s 1986 novel The Well, borrows its distinctive, spare aesthetic
from a series of still, dreamlike interiors painted by Danish artist Vilhelm Hammershøi
(1864 –1916) in fin de siècle Copenhagen.1 The Well can be viewed as belonging,
not only to the Australian Gothic tradition, but to a literary lineage – extending from
Ann Radcliffe and Mary Shelley to Isak Dinesen, Angela Carter and Sarah Waters
– that explores issues relating to the female Gothic. A study of an increasingly
claustrophobic relationship in a remote outback location, it also foregrounds the
hair leitmotif that resonates in Gothic literature (notably Poe’s Ligeia and Berenice 2),
film and the visual arts. In H P Lovecraft’s The Medusa Coil, a transmogrifying braid
of hair becomes a malevolent serpent and in Oliver Onions’ The Fair Beckoning
One, Oleron is able to perceive the presence of the seductive, spectral presence that
haunts his apartment, through a brushing motion, as she grooms her long hair.
Evoking the ‘exaggerated and distorted perspective of dreams’, Khai Liew’s highbacked chair of Mackintosh proportions – featuring an intriguing trompe l’oeil effect
on the backrest – becomes a participant in Richardson’s rendition of the dream
sequence, in which Hester finds herself unable to move from her chair. ‘Frightened
she put both hands up and felt the smooth ropes of hair to be tight and rigid.
She knew at once they were wound round in and out, round the struts of the chair...
She was tied by her hair.’3
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Chatter of leaves. Clatter and clatter of leaves, husky, frail. Small green tongues,
lisping and clicking together, twisting over and licking each other; whispering,
gossiping, as we rode into the clearing.4
The dual reference points for Kirsten Coelho and Sera Waters’ collaborative work The
silence surging softly backwards (2011) are Katharine
����������������������������������������
Susannah Prichard’s evocative
1932 Australian story ‘The Curse’ and the
��������������
2005 film The Proposition (with screenplay
by Nick Cave). Coelho and Waters have adopted the formal elements of the tea
scene in The Proposition, which appropriately takes place on a veranda – a transitional
space between the interior and the exterior. Set in the colonial period, the horses’
hooves raise clouds of white dust in the parched Australian outback landscape, where
British police officer Captain Stanley and his wife Martha live in a cottage surrounded
by a white picket fence and rows of carefully cultivated roses – a defiant ‘haven’ of
civilisation. In dramatic contrast with the filth and degradation that surround them,
Stanley and his wife drink tea – with elegant English china and napery – as Martha
exhorts Captain Stanley to, ‘Eat your breakfast before the flies do’. This glimpse of
domesticity represents a moment of calm before the unleashing of terrible violence.
The prevailing sense of impending doom is contained within the embroidered flies
on the white linen cloth and the embroidered sampler, which depicts a settler’s hut
overrun by Paterson’s Curse (also known as Salvation Jane) – an introduced species
that continues to cover vast tracts of land with attractive purple flowers, which are
toxic to grazing animals. Like Richardson’s painting Hester’s Dream, Coelho and
Waters’ staged tableau also takes its cues from the austere paintings of Hammershøi
(and in particular the 1901 Interior: With Piano and Woman in Black. Strandgade 30).
I turned my eyes from the window to the pond from which the ghostly vapours
were steaming upwards in such strange shapes; then crossed the reflections like
grey shadows and floated over the white glitter which the moon cast down...5
Jessica Loughlin’s mysterious disc of opalescent white glass mirrors the glittering
pool, which is linked to a two-storey dwelling, far from civilisation in Hume Nesbit’s
nineteenth-century story The Haunted Station. By the light of the moon, an escaped
convict glimpses in the pool the chalk-white apparitions of the woman and child,
whose skeletons he later discovers in the abandoned house. With its patina of white
dust, Loughlin’s white-painted table also alludes ( more generically) to the dust that
permeates Gothic stories from the falling ash in Poe’s The Narrative of Gordon Pym
to the layers of dust that shroud every object in Angela Carter’s The Lady of the
House of Love.
11

Emblematic of the pervasive sense of absence, of the decaying, abandoned, haunted
and disappearing houses and characters of Gothic literature, Angela Valamanesh’s
A little bit of everything (2009) – eleven negative plaster-casts of greatly enlarged
microscopic organisms that are also reminiscent of body-parts – can be interpreted
as a companion work to Loughlin’s Unseen (2011); a
�����������������������������
clear piece of sandblasted
glass, embellished solely by light. At the end of The Haunted Station, the house
collapses and is consumed in a blaze of fire in a restaging of the dramatic climax
of Poe’s The Fall of the House of Usher.
Another door attracted me on the opposite side of the lobby, and this I opened
with some considerable trepidation, because it led into the room I had seen
lighted up the night before. 6
Nico Kelly’s reconstructed door, from which light inexplicably emanates represents
an archetypal door or gate – the portal (frequently locked) behind which unknown
terrors lurk – that is almost ubiquitous in Gothic fiction. In Angela Carter’s ‘The
Bloody Chamber’ the diabolical Marquis offers his young wife the keys to the castle:
‘All is yours, everywhere is open to you – except the lock that this single key fits’.
Carter’s short story is a reworking of Charles Perrault’s seventeenth-century folk tale
Bluebeard, in which the ghastly bodies of the Marquis’ former wives are held within
a locked room. At Thornfield Hall in Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre – a repository of
secrets and forbidden places – Jane describes a long, narrow passageway with two
rows of closed black doors as resembling, ‘a corridor in some Bluebeard’s castle’.
A range of Edgar Allan Poe’s7 short stories – including Berenice, Ligeia, The Black
Cat, The Fall of the House of Usher, The Murders in the Rue Morgue, The Pit
and the Pendulum, The Premature Burial and The Telltale Heart – were the primary
impetus for Julia Robinson’s series of boldly inventive, sculptural works. Robinson
characteristically manipulates fabric, embroidery and stitching ����������������������
in textile works that
are embedded with enigmatic, yet patently dark narratives ���������������������
– congruent with
���������
the
writings of Poe –
������������������������������������������������������������������������
that
����������������������������������������������������������������������
explore themes of fear, death and religion. Thus, a pair of arms
thrusts dramatically through the headboard of a child’s bed –
�����������������������
the archetypal realm
of childhood nightmares; three disembodied hands grasp an axe in dual allusions
to The Black Cat and the ape in The Murders in the Rue Morgue; and a startlingly
over-scaled molar (a reference to the obsession of Berenice’s protagonist with his
wife’s teeth) occupies a chair. A pair of wax hands appears to be checking a pulse,
as weighty themes of ‘obsession and fixation, premature entombment and cunningly
concealed murder’ are consistently leavened with humour.
As a conscious foil for the extravagant language and content of Poe, Robinson has
elected to work with a more neutral, reserved palette of materials. ‘In this way’,
she observes, ‘works referring to severed limbs, axe murderers or bodies rising from
a death bed are tempered with floral fabrics and patchwork quilting techniques.’

Mary-Jean Richardson
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Hester’s Dream, 2011
oil on linen, 152 x 122 cm
photograph by Grant Hancock

For some years, the influence of horror and science-fiction literature has hovered
at the periphery of the sculptural practice of Roy Ananda, in which the most pervasive
influence is the work of cult, pulp fiction author Howard Phillips Lovecraft (1890 –
1937). Within the abundant possibilities8 offered by Lovecraft’s murky, but fecund
pseudo-mythology of the Cthulhu Mythos, Ananda has isolated the ‘nightmare
corpse city of R’lyeh’, which is the resting place of Great Cthulhu (the gargantuan
squid-like high priest of the Great Old Ones).

13

The R’lyeh maquettes are the outcome of not only Ananda’s architectural investigations
into themes of the ‘kit form, modular and temporary structures and (apparent)
structural instability’, but also some of the more ‘overt Lovecraftian tropes, such as
tentacles, occult signs and the Necronomicon’. With its gradations from dark to pale
blue (that refer to the oceanic location of the city of R’lyeh), each layer of the towering
and apparently structurally unstable trolley stack is ‘supported’ with castors (recalling
the treacherous staircases in The Fair Beckoning One and The House of Leaves). In a
now-signature Ananda ploy, he offsets the apparent formalism of the skewed, vertical
sculpture with a modular shelf structure, which houses a further twenty, small and
playful works that draw on an esoterica of unexpected materials, including preserved
and toy octopi, ping pong balls, dice, occult books and so on. ‘Each component in the
series’, Ananda observes, ‘offers its own interpretation of Lovecraft’s bleak yet wildly
inventive vision’.
...[T]he house, the halls and the rooms all become the self – collapsing expanding,
tilting, closing, but always in perfect relation to the mental state of the individual.9
Following exhaustive readings of a diverse range of texts, it was the imploding house
in Daniel Z Danielewski’s enormously inventive, yet disturbing The House of Leaves
(2000), which provided the impetus for Sean O’Connell’s tri-partite installation; a
consciously grainy video film (with crashing sound effects) of colliding, twisting metal
objects, suspended metal poles that appear to have penetrated the wall of the gallery
space and three velvety, black digital prints that are stills of the staged collisions.10
Surfaces –
����������������������������������������������������������������������������
welded
��������������������������������������������������������������������������
edges, peeling paint, crumpled edges and battered corners ���������
– confer
‘a thin
���������������������������������������������������������������
layer of materiality on the abstract nature of the work’.
O’Connell’s manipulation of different media consciously echoes the eccentric and
layered structure of the novel, in which there are descriptions of film and audio
recordings���������������������������������������������������������������������������������
, fabricated reviews, references and characters, satirical citations of critical
theory and most immediately, a bewildering mélange of constantly altering typography;
near-blank pages, upside-down passages, vertical footnotes, copious appendices and
so on. The book’s deranged structure therefore echoes the warping of space in the
house,�����������������������������������������������������������������������������
as the occupants become aware that their house is larger on the inside than
the outside.
For O’Connell, Collide (2011) is an allegorical work about the possibility of enhanced
self-awareness, as a result of confrontation and challenging interactions. ‘Looking at
the empty spaces within ourselves, and the ultimate confrontation that takes place
in those primal personal spaces, out of conscious reach... I do not see the collapse of
the boxes as final –��������������������������������������������������������������������
���������������������������������������������������������������������
they are more like explorations, arguments, play. We remain intact
and learn from the interaction.’

Khai Liew
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May high backed chair, 2011
American white oak, leather upholstery
120 x 43 x 44 cm
photograph by Grant Hancock
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‘Come and play with us Danny... for ever and ever and ever.’
The Shining, 1980 11
R�����������������������������������������������������������������������������
upture can also of course, apply to the human psyche and in recent times the
2010 film Black Swan (described as dark and gothic) has offered an intense portrayal
of the doppelganger, the doubling that populates film, visual arts and Gothic
literature – notably in Poe’s ‘William Wilson’ (1839) and Robert Louis Stevenson’s
late nineteenth-century tale of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde. Brigid Noone’s 2008 painting
Twins of self doubt is an extrapolation of the terrifying, ghostly twins in Stanley
Kubrick’s 1980 film The Shining, the inspiration for which was Diane Arbus’s
strangely compelling 1967 portrait of identical twins.
Resembling a kind of automatic ‘writing’ (activated with the benefit of photoshop),
the small, misty, constructed and subjective images of Amy Patterson differ from
the work of other artists in Imagining Interiors, in that they flow from the unconscious.
‘����������������������������������������������������������������������������������
They’re not rational/literal objects; they come from the same place as dreams and
speak the same kind of language.’ (It is worth noting that according to Angela Carter,
Gothic tales are ‘fabulous narratives that deal directly with the imagery of the
unconscious’).12 Acknowledging that she ‘aggregates omnivorously’, in the
course of her research Patterson has read (or rather ‘consumed’) numerous Gothic
and related texts (Angela Carter, HG Wells’ The Moth et al) that are ‘descendants
of a gothic sensibility’.
In her suite of affecting photographic images, she invents unexpected sites – a
caravan, a hospital corridor and so on – for her dark and enigmatic narratives that
are paradoxically mostly staged in daylight. The scattered papers in Patterson’s
bare, yellow 1950s kitchen are reminiscent of the piles of correspondence in the
apartment of the doomed protagonist of The Beckoning Fair One. Moreover, the
colour yellow and the presence of its distressed female subject, inevitably recalls
(in this context) Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s novella The Yellow Wallpaper (1892),
which traces a woman’s descent into madness.
In other images, she plays with chiaroscuro effects – rays of sunlight that fall
(Hammershøi-like) through tall windows reveal a sprawling man in an empty
warehouse space or the body of a faun; a shadowy, barely-glimpsed male figure
leaves a scene in an institutional building, where the sole illumination falls on the
bloodied body of the archetypal fallen/ruined woman – an element integral to Gothic
narratives (deftly overturned however in Carter’s The Bloody Chamber). Patterson’s
mysterious 2008 work – a resonant Romantic landscape of the mind – in which a
man (with naked torso) holds a baby, standing alongside a magnificently-antlered
moose – is the allusive stuff of fairy-tales and legends.

Brigid Noone
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Twins of self doubt, 2008
oil on canvas, 100 x 76 cm
photograph by Daniel Noone

Gothic novels and short stories tend to be dominated either by a grandiosity of
landscape – windswept moors, moonlit graveyards, vast expanses of snowy terrain,
the Australian outback – or the extravagantly detailed interiors of crumbling castles or
abbeys (with their secret passageways and dungeons). In searching for a Gothic(ky) text
(far from a straightforward proposition), on which to base an artwork, it is interesting
that the Australian Gothic emerged as an intensely fertile source of inspiration. The
artists in Imagining Interiors have created complex (and frequently interconnected)
works – variously bold, subtle and invariably inventive – that in circumventing some
of the more customary armoury of populist imagery and special effects, succeed
in adding another dimension to a consideration of Gothic-inflected interior space.
17

On loan from a private collection, a presentation within
the gallery space of the seminal eighteenth-century
works that represent the foundations of the Gothic novel –
Horace Walpole’s The Castle of Otranto (1764), William
Beckford’s Vathek: An Arabian Tale (1786), Ann Radcliffe’s
Mysteries of Udolpho (1794) and M G Lewis’s The Monk
(1796) – provides a rich addition to the exhibition’s artworks,
which have been inspired by contemporary and historical
Gothic literature.
All unattributed quotations are from communications
between the artists and Wendy Walker.
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p197. There are some echoes of the
psychological tension in Jean Genet’s
1947 drama The Maids and Bette Davis
and Joan Crawford’s relationship in
Whatever Happened to Baby Jane?
(1962).
3 According to legend, the constellation
Coma Berenices acquired its name when
the Queen sacrificed her long hair.
The name is also used in an eponymous
short story by Poe and F Scott Fitzgerald
revisits the theme in his short story,
‘Bernice Bobs Her Hair’ (1920).
4	����������������������������������
Katharine Susannah Prichard, ‘The
Curse’ [1932] in The Anthology of
Colonial Australian Gothic Fiction,
K Gelder and R Weaver (eds), Melb,
Vic: Melb. Uni Press, 2007, p����
261
5	 Hume Nisbet, ‘The Haunted Station’,
[1894], ibid, p181
6	 Hume Nisbet, ‘The Haunted Station’,
[1894], ibid, p184
7 In 1840, Poe wrote The Philosophy
of Furniture – an opinionated treatise
on interior decoration, in which the
author outlined his aversion to excessive
drapery, gas light, chandeliers and the
failure of wealth to guarantee good taste.
Poe describes in detail an ideal room,
which has been constructed according
to those specifications at the Edgar Allan
Poe National Historic Site in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
8 Ananda says that the other possibilities
were ‘the vast pre-human Antarctic
cities of the Elder Things, the boarded
up Dunwich farmhouse that housed
the monstrous twin offspring of YogSothoth, the stone circles of Sentinel Hill,
the black cellars of Innsmouth, the basalt
halls of the Great Race of Yith and Y’haNthlei, dwelling place of the Deep Ones’.
9 Mark Z Danielewski, The House of
Leaves, United States: Pantheon Books,
2000, p165
10 The collisions proved difficult to
orchestrate and the resourceful
O’Connell was obliged to construct his
own object-throwing machine. The
���������
highspeed film footage was taken with old
cameras using emulsion-based film, with
‘all of its inherent graininess and jitter’.
11	 Directed by Stanley Kubrick, The Shining
was based
������������������������������������
on Stephen King’s 1977 novel.
12	 Angela Carter, The Bloody Chamber,
London: Vintage Books, 2006 [1979],
Intro; p vii. Carter also stated that the
stories in The Bloody Chamber ‘could
not have existed... without the example
of Isak Dinesen’. Intro p xiii

Julia Robinson
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Bury it, 2010 –11
fabric, thread, bedhead, plaster, foam, fibreglass, timber, fixings
approx 100 x 100 x 95 cm
works courtesy the artist and Anna Pappas Gallery
photograph by Grant Hancock

19

Jessica Loughlin

20

Pool, 2011
glass, wood, dusts, light
88 x 64 cm dia
photograph by Grant Hancock

21

Roy Ananda
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R’lyeh maquette (a mountain walked), 2011
timber, acrylic paint, castors, fixings
approx 400 x 90 x 90 cm
works courtesy the artist and Dianne Tanzer Gallery + Projects
photograph by Grant Hancock
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24

Sean O’Connell

Sean O’Connell

Collide (detail), 2011
stills from video, LED screen, headphones
screen 66 x 109 cm

Collide (detail), 2011
digital prints
each 66 x 109 cm

25

Kirsten Coelho and Sera Waters

26

The silence surging softly backwards, 2011
sampler, linen, embroidery thread, wooden frame, 27 x 33 cm
bowl, cup and bottle, porcelain, matt white glaze, banded iron oxide, tallest 21 cm
towel embroidered with flies, linen, coton à broder, 89 x 50 cm, cedar table, 75 cm high
photograph by Grant Hancock
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28

Amy Patterson

Amy Patterson

untitled, 2011
giclée print on German etching paper
15 x 17.5 cm

untitled, 2011
giclée print on German etching paper
15 x 17.5 cm

29

Nico Kelly
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Beyond (detail), 2011
reconstructed timber door, Victorian ash, strontium aluminate, acrylic paint, fluorescent light fitting
20 x 200 x 90 cm
photograph by Philip Smith
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Angela Valamanesh
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A little bit of everything (detail), 2009
plaster, eleven parts, 37.5 x 361 x 5 cm overall
photograph by Michal Kluvanek
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List of Works
Roy Ananda

Khai Liew

Mary-Jean Richardson

R’lyeh maquettes, 2011
timber, plywood, acrylic paint, castors,
fixings, balsa, plaster, digital prints,
preserved octopus, toy octopus, occult
tomes, varnish, MDF, clamps, webbing,
dice, hooks, ping pong balls, PVC tape
dimensions variable

May high backed chair, 2011
American white oak, leather upholstery
120 x 43 x 44 cm

Hester’s Dream, 2011
oil on linen
152 x 122 cm

Jessica Loughlin

Untitled, 2001
graphite and pastel on paper
90 x 120 cm

Works courtesy the artist and
Dianne Tanzer Gallery + Projects
Roy Ananda is represented by
Dianne Tanzer Gallery + Projects

Kirsten Coelho and Sera Waters
The silence surging softly
backwards, 2011
sampler, linen, embroidery thread,
wooden frame
27 x 33 cm
bowl, cup and bottle, porcelain,
matt white glaze, banded iron oxide
bowl 12.5 x 23 cm dia
cup 9.5 x 8 cm dia
bottle 21 x 12 cm base
towel embroidered with flies
linen, coton à broder, 89 x 50 cm
cedar table, 75 x 94.5 x 50 cm
Sera Waters is represented by artroom5
Kirsten Coelho is represented
by Helen Gory Galerie, Melbourne
Matin, Culver City, USA
BMG Art, Adelaide

Nico Kelly
Beyond, 2011
reconstructed timber door, Victorian
ash, strontium aluminate, acrylic paint,
fluorescent light fitting
20 x 200 x 90 cm

Pool, 2011
glass, wood, dusts, light
88 x 64 cm dia
Unseen, 2011
glass, enamel, stainless steel, light
100 x 150 x 4 cm
Jessica Loughlin is represented
by Sabbia Gallery, Sydney
Bullseye Gallery, Oregon, USA
Heller Gallery, New York, USA

Brigid Noone
Twins of self doubt, 2008
oil on canvas
100 x 76 cm

Sean O’Connell
Collide, 2011

Julia Robinson
Bury it, 2010 –11
fabric, thread, bedhead, plaster,
foam, fibreglass, timber, fixings
100 x 100 x 95 cm
Untitled, 2011
wax, table
70 x 45 x 45 cm
Untitled, 2011
flywire, fibreglass, fabric, thread, chair
130 x 60 x 60 cm
Bloody deeds, 2011
fabric, thread, axe, plaster, foam, timber
65 x 80 x 20 cm
Works courtesy the artist
and Anna Pappas Gallery

three digital prints
each 66 x 109 cm

Julia Robinson is represented
by Anna Pappas Gallery

video, 4 mins
LED screen with headphones
screen 66 x 109 cm

Angela Valamanesh

three pairs of metal sculptures
longest 120 cm

Amy Patterson

A little bit of everything, 2009
plaster
eleven parts, 37.5 x 361 x 5 cm overall
Angela Valamanesh is represented
by Greenaway Art Gallery, Adelaide

untitled, 2008
giclée print on German etching paper
15 x 17.5 cm
untitled, 2011
giclée print on German etching paper
six prints, each 15 x 17.5 cm

Amy Patterson
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untitled, 2011
giclée print on German etching paper
15 x 17.5 cm
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imagining interiors
21 May – 10 July 2011
JamFactory, 19 Morphett Street Adelaide 5000
This catalogue accompanies the exhibition Imaging Interiors.
The project was initiated and produced by Craftsouth and is
presented in partnership with JamFactory.
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Cover Image: Mary-Jean Richardson, Hester’s Dream (detail), 2011, oil on linen, 152 x 122 cm
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